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Factorization Machine (FM) is the most commonly used model to build a recommendation sys-
tem since it can incorporate side information to improve performance. However, producing item
suggestions for a given user with a trained FM is time-consuming. It requires a run-time of
O((Nm logNm)2), where Nm is the number of items in the dataset. To address this problem, we
propose a quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) scheme to combine with FM and
apply quantum annealing (QA) computation. Compared to classical methods, this hybrid algorithm
provides a faster than quadratic speedup in finding good user suggestions. We then demonstrate
the aforementioned computational advantage on current NISQ hardware by experimenting with a
real example on a D-Wave annealer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recommendation systems are widely used to predict
the rating or preference of items for arbitrary users, such
as suggesting books or movies, and also for many other
business applications [1–4]. A common principle for con-
structing a recommendation system assumes that users
prefer similar things based on past behavior. Amongst
several approaches, the objective of Matrix Factorization
(MF) is to find the factor matrices of historical data [5, 6].
Together with MF, other improvements such as SVD++
[7], pairwise interaction tensor factorization (PITF) [8],
factorizing personalized Markov chains (FPMC) [9] and
Monte Carlo on bipartite graphs [10] have also been com-
prehensively studied. These methods introduce special-
ized models to treat specific tasks, but with the trade-off
of losing generality.

To fix this, the Factorization Machine (FM) [11] is pro-
posed as a more general supervised learning method, uni-
fying MF, SVD++, PITF, and FPMC. With the capa-
bility to input arbitrary real-valued feature vectors to the
model, including side information (e.g., gender and age),
FM can be used for regression, classification, and ranking
tasks. Moreover, it can be trained with linear complexity
and accurately estimate model parameters from a sparse
dataset, which makes FM highly competent for analyz-
ing large datasets. Thus, it is more natural and adequate
to utilize FM for real-world applications than the other
methods mentioned earlier.

In recent years, quantum computing has become one
of the most popular domains, which aims to benefit from
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the superposition nature of quantum states. Quantum
Machine Learning (QML) employs parameterized quan-
tum circuits as a neural network, which can then be
applied to different classes of machine learning, such
as Quantum Neural Network (QNN) [12–14], Quantum
Convolutional Neural Network (QCNN) [15–17], Quan-
tum Reinforcement Learning (QRL) [18–20], and Quan-
tum Generative Adversarial Neural Network (QGAN)
[21–25]. Besides the structural exploration, several works
[26–34] have also investigated the learnability and train-
ability of QNN. Although the data encoding to a Hilbert
space may give potential computational advantages, at
the current stage of NISQ era, only low-dimensional or
small sample problems can be implemented on real-world
hardware. Thus it is hard to justify the advantage ex-
perimentally, and this needs to be further studied [35].

The concept of a Quantum Recommendation Sys-
tem (QRS) has also been proposed [36], for which
the idea is to sample an approximation of the prefer-
ence matrix by quantum singular value estimation and
quantum projection. In that framework, QRS takes
O(poly(k)polylog(mn)) running time with k the rank
of the approximation and mn the matrix dimension,
while classically reconstructing an approximation of the
preference matrix requires polynomial time mn. How-
ever, a classical analogue of QRS, called Quantum-
Inspired Recommendation System (QIRS), provides
O(poly(k)log(mn)) running time [37], which closes the
gap between the classical and quantum methods. Be-
sides gate-based quantum computing, it is possible to
apply quantum annealing for feature selection [38] and
use these features to train a classical ItemKNN content-
based model [39]. This hybrid QPU solver shows good
scalability for larger instances but may not have a signif-
icant advantage in the running time.

The performance of QRS or QIRS depends on a good
low-rank approximation to the preference matrix [36, 37].
Moreover, since these algorithms do not incorporate side
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information, they may not be competitive with FM. Thus
in the recommendation system domain, an approach to
both utilize the side information and attain potential
speedup is a crucial target for practical quantum com-
puting applications.

In this work, we formulate a hybrid recommendation
system by incorporating a classically trained FM with
a quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO)
scheme to be solved quantumly. Applying Quantum
Annealing (QA) computation enables us to achieve a
quadratic speedup in the suggesting process compared
to classical methods. Our algorithm will soon provide a
computational advantage from the prospects of today’s
developing NISQ hardware, such as a D-Wave annealer,
for practical problems.

A. Main Results

Our main results in both theoretical and experimental
speedup of a QA-assisted FM recommendation system
are summarized as follows:

• Suggestion process as energy minimizing task: We
propose a QUBO scheme for the suggestion pro-
cess of the FM recommendation system. The en-
ergy minimization task of the corresponding Ising
problem is equivalent to finding the highest score
(rating) candidates in the recommendation system.

• Speedup by Quantum Annealing: The computa-
tional complexity that directly searches the en-
tire dataset is O((Nm logNm)2), where Nm is the
number of candidates in the dataset. In contrast,
the time complexity for our QA-assisted hybrid al-

gorithm is O(e
√
logNm logNm), which provides a

faster than quadratic speedup than direct search.
Furthermore, the computational scaling behavior
from the experimental results obtained from the
classical computer and D-Wave’s quantum annealer
is compatible with our theoretical results.

• Scalability: The capability of solving fully-
connected size-Np Ising problems of the most ad-
vanced D-Wave Advantage 4.1 system is Np = 145.
At the same time, the corresponding QUBO size of
suggesting Nm candidates is dlog2Nme in our for-
mulation. Hence, theoretically, the solvable prob-
lem size Nm scales up to 2145 ≈ 1043 in today’s
quantum hardware.

B. Related Work

Several works apply the QUBO scheme to the machine
learning study. Date et al. [40] proposes QUBO for-
mulations of linear regression, support vector machine
(SVM), and balanced k-means clustering, where the re-
quired qubit number usually scales as O(N2

data), with

Ndata the number of the data points of the training data.
However, Ndata could go easily beyond 103 in most ma-
chine learning applications, which is higher than the ca-
pability of the most advanced quantum system for solving
an Ising problem: Ndata = 145 from D-Wave [41]. One
can transform an FM into a QUBO problem by binary
encoding with a size equivalent to the length of the in-
put vector. The works [42–45] have applied this idea in
structural design problems to maximize the acquisition
function associated to an FM. In this manner, the size
of the QUBO problem is usually within a range that to-
day’s hardware could reach. These examples open the
possibility of applying such a QUBO-FM scheme to any
FM-related research.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this preliminary section, we review the key ingredi-
ents of our work: FM, QUBO, and Quantum Annealing
(QA). FM is the most commonly used model in recom-
mendation systems and machine learning. The QUBO
scheme can apply to various combinatorial optimization
problems, and QA is an effective optimization method
for solving QUBO problems.

A. Factorization Machine

A factorization machine (FM) is a supervised learning
algorithm that can be used for classification, regression,
and ranking tasks [11]. Here we consider FM with degree
D = 2, which involves only single and pairwise interac-
tions of items. The model equation for an FM of degree
D = 2 with variables

~x = (x1, . . . , xd)

is defined as:

yfm(~x) := w0 + ~w · ~x+

d∑
i<j

vTi vjxixj , (1)

where w0 ∈ R is the global bias, ~w = (w1, . . . , wd) ∈ Rd

refers to the weights of each variables and

V =

 v1 v2 . . . vd

 ∈ Rk×d (2)

denotes the feature embeddings with k the dimensionality
of latent factors. The term vTi vj represents the interac-
tion between the i-th and j-th terms.

We can use FM to construct a recommendation system:
Separate the variables ~x into xi = ui for 1 ≤ i ≤ nu and
xi+nu

= mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ nm, so that the vector ~u =
(u1, . . . , unu

) denotes the information of a user and ~m =
(m1, . . . ,mnm

) represents the information of an item to
be recommended, with the dimension relation nu +nm =
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d, this then turns yfm(~x) into a predictor that estimates
the score or rating for such a (~u, ~m) pair.

FM model is known in the original FM paper [11] to
have linear complexity, the capability of parameter esti-
mation under sparse data, and the ability to work with
any real-valued feature vector. As a result, one can use
an FM model as a more general predictor than other
state-of-art factorization models that only work on re-
stricted input data and require individual task analysis.
Furthermore, it has been shown in the same article that
FM can mimic biased MF, SVD++, PITF, and FPMC,
which indicates that FM is user-friendly for non-experts
wanting to work with factorization models.

One can describe a typical use case of FM as follows:

1. Prepare a set of data with user information, item
information, and ratings (or scores) of the items
produced by the user.

2. With such a dataset, w0, w, and v can then
be learned by optimization algorithms, such
as stochastic gradient descent (SGD), alternat-
ing least-squares (ALS) optimization, as well as
Bayesian inference using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) [46]. This step is also called the
training process.

3. After training an FM, the predictor yfm(~x) can es-
timate the ratings of every item in the dataset with
given user information.

With a trained FM, we perform the suggestion pro-
cess of a given user in the following manner. First, with
Nm items in the dataset, each item is input to the FM
to produce the corresponding rating. Next, we sort the
obtained Nm ratings and provide the list of the top ks
suggestions to the user, where ks is the pre-determined
number of suggestions.

In the rest of this work, the suggestion method that
calculates all ratings directly and then sorts is called the
“direct method”.

For a trained FM with k the dimensionality of the
factorization, the complexity of finding the predictor
yfm(~x)|~u=~u0 for a given user ~u0 is O(knm) from eq. (
9) and [11]. The complexity of sorting Nm items is clas-
sically known as O(Nm logNm). Hence to sort Nm rat-
ings for the user ~u0 with a trained FM, with size-nm
vectors representing these items, requires the complexity
O(Nm × knm ×Nm logNm). Since k = O(1), the overall
complexity of the suggestion process for a fixed user in
the direct method is O(nmN

2
m logNm).

Note that if the vectors ~m for encoding Nm items are in
binary form and denote log ≡ log2, then nm ≈ logNm.
In this case, the complexity of the suggestion process
becomes O((Nm logNm)2).

B. Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization

Quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO)
is an NP-hard combinatorial problem that can apply
to the traveler salesman problem, finance portfolio op-
timization, max-cut problem, and even machine learning
[47]. With binary variables xi ∈ {0, 1}, linear weights
wi ∈ R, and coefficients Wij ∈ R, the equation of a
QUBO problem is:

yQUBO(~x) :=

n∑
i=1

wixi +

n∑
i<j

Wijxixj . (3)

The solution to a QUBO problem is a binary vector ~x∗

that minimizes the objective value yQUBO:

~x∗ = arg min
~x
yQUBO(~x). (4)

Note that one can transform a minimization problem
into a maximization problem by adding a minus sign to
the objective value. Moreover, it is possible to map a
QUBO problem into an Ising problem [48] with the re-
lation σz

i = 2xi − 1. In particular, a QUBO problem is
computationally equivalent to the following form :

Hp =

n∑
i=1

hiσ
z
i +

n∑
i<j

Jijσ
z
i σ

z
j , (5)

where hi ∈ R and Jij ∈ R are the corresponding external
field and coupling terms, and σz is the Pauli-z operator.
Thus, we can solve a QUBO problem by solving its cor-
responding Ising form. This approach is achievable by
energy minimization through adiabatic quantum compu-
tation, such as quantum annealing.

C. Quantum Annealing

Quantum Annealing (QA), formulated in its current
form by T. Kadowaki and H. Nishimori [49], is a meta-
heuristic approach capable of solving combinatorial op-
timization problems by utilizing the quantum mechani-
cal nature of the associated physical systems. The QA
process evolves from the ground state |ψi〉 of an initial
Hamiltonian Hi to the ground state |ψp〉 of the prob-
lem Hamiltonian Hp (eq. (5)), where presumably one can
easily prepare (Hi, |ψi〉). Mathematically, this adiabatic
evolution can be described by the Hamiltonian in the fol-
lowing form, with s(t) evolving from 1 to 0 during a QA
process:

H(t) = s(t)Hi + (1− s(t))Hp. (6)

For example, it is set to be Hi ∝
∑n

i=1 σ
x
i in D-Wave’s

implementation [50]. With a proper annealing schedule
s(t), probability of finding the ground state of Hp is close
to 1 [51]. Thus, QA can search for the solution to a
QUBO problem by studying the corresponding Ising form
(eq. (5)). This approach has a wide range of applications
for different problems mentioned in Sec. II B [47].
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram. The direct method needs to
predict the rating for every data point in the database and
return the highest rating candidate at the end (red dot). In
contrast, the QUBO method considers the database as the en-
ergy landscape of an energy minimization problem, which only
calculates the data points along the optimization trajectory.
A specific optimization method can significantly reduce the
computational complexity (quantum annealing in our case).

III. TRAINED FACTORIZATION MACHINE AS
QUBO

In this section, we first derive the QUBO formulation
of the suggestion process with a given trained FM and
a fixed user. Then, we estimate the computation com-
plexity of applying QA to the associated optimization
problem. The key component here is that we will spe-
cialize the d-dimension input vector ~x = (~u, ~m) in eq. (1)
to be in the binary form where ~u ∈ {0, 1}nu encodes a
user and ~m ∈ {0, 1}nm an item in the dataset, with the
dimension relation nu + nm = d.

Consider an FM recommendation system modeled by
eq. (1), where the training process described in Sec. II A
determines the global bias w0 ∈ R, the weight ~w ∈ Rd

and the feature embedding V ∈ Rk×d. When assum-
ing the input vector ~x to be binary, we view eq. (1)
as a QUBO problem equation eq. (3) with ~w remain-
ing the same and Wij = vTi vj . Note that eliminating the
bias term w0 does not affect the underlying optimization
problem. Given the meaning of ~x in FM to be a pair of
user and item data, and yfm the corresponding rating (or
score), by introducing a negative sign to the associated
QUBO problem:

− yfm(~x) = yQUBO(~x) =

d∑
i=1

wixi +

d∑
i<j

Wijxixj , (7)

the solution ~x now becomes the highest rating pair for
the resulting minimization problem.

To formulate the suggestion process for a picked user
represented by the binary vector ~u0, we fix the user part
~u = ~u0 in the input vector ~x = (~u, ~m), which reduces the

dimension of the corresponding QUBO from d to nm:

yQUBO(~x)|~u=~u0 =

d∑
i=1

wixi +

d∑
i<j

Wijxixj

=

nu∑
i=1

wiu
0
i +

nm∑
i=1

wnu+imi

+

nu∑
i<j

Wiju
0
iu

0
j + · · ·+

nm∑
i<j

Wi+nu,j+numimj . (8)

By summing over like terms, we further reduce this equa-
tion to

=

nm∑
i=1

w̃imi +

nm∑
i<j

W̃ijmimj + offset

≡
nm∑
i=1

w̃imi +

nm∑
i<j

W̃ijmimj , (9)

where the “offset” term in the last step is neglected as
it does not affect the underlying optimization problem.
Finally, we can map eq. (9) into an nm-dimensional Ising
problem as discussed in Sec. II B:

yQUBO(~x)|~u=~u0 =

nm∑
i=1

h̃iσi +

nm∑
i<j

J̃ijσiσj . (10)

By calculating the ground states and possibly some low-
lying excited states of the Ising problem with QA or
other algorithms, we can transform the quest of produc-
ing high-rating recommendations for the trained FM into
the task of finding low-lying energy states for the corre-
sponding Ising problem.

It has been observed in the experiment that the compu-
tational complexity of calculating anN -dimensional Ising

system ground state by quantum annealing is O(e
√
N )

[52, 53]. With a given trained FM and binary encoded
dataset, the following proposition provides the computa-
tional complexity of the suggestion process with a fixed
user and Nm items by utilizing quantum annealing to the
Ising problem eq. (10).

Proposition III.1 For the suggestion process with a
fixed user and Nm items in the dataset, the hybrid algo-
rithm of transforming a trained FM into QUBO and then
applying QA computation to the associated Ising problem

has the run-time complexity O(e
√
logNm logNm).

In particular, the proposed hybrid algorithm has a
quadratic speedup compared to the direct method dis-
cussed in Sec. II A.

The last statement in the above proposition is justi-
fied as the following: If Nm is large, then the above-
mentioned complexity has the magnitude

e
√
logNm · logNm ≈ logNm · 21.442

√
logNm ,

which is (much) smaller than the square root
logNm · 2logNm of the complexity function of the direct
method.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

We use the well-known MovieLens-20M dataset [54] to
demonstrate the effectiveness and behaviors of our hybrid
algorithm, with ~u and ~m the binary encoding of userID
and movieID, and yfm(~x) the prediction of rating. Note
that even though FM can utilize side information of users
and movies, here we only use userID and movieID to
train an FM. The dataset MovieLens-20M contains 20
million ratings of 27000 movies by 138000 users, and we
use different fractions of this dataset and up to 6 million
ratings to observe behaviors of our method.

A. Set Up

In our experiment, we first train an FM model with
latent factors of dimension k = 200 and then transform
it into the corresponding Ising problem for the suggestion
process.

However, there is an issue with binary encoding: the
dimension of the solution space in quantum computing
is typically more than the number of items (all possible
movies for us) from the dataset. For the direct method,
the solution space of the suggestion process is the number
Nm of all the movies, while the dimension of the solution
space for the QUBO method is 2dlog2 Nme. In this case,
QUBO method may consider 2dlog2 Nme−Nm binary vec-
tors that is not in the movie list as solutions. To deal
with this issue, we map all the computational basis vec-
tors of the solution Hilbert space to our movie list (item
dataset) by encoding the 2dlog2 Nme − Nm higher-rating
movies (items) in the dataset to 2 different binary vec-
tors. Thus, any solution sampled by quantum annealing
will produce one of the existing movies.

The FM in this case is trained by 6 million ratings for
41305 users and 21011 movies, so that the lengths for the
user and movie part of the input vector are respectively
nu = dlog2 41305e = 16 and nm = dlog2 21011e = 15. In
particular, the QUBO/Ising problem size of the sugges-
tion process for a fixed user is 15. We use the quantum
annealer device D-Wave DW 2000Q 6, which has 2000
qubits and 6000 couplers.

B. Solution Quality

We use the overlapping rate (in percentage) as the
standard of our search results. Here the overlapping rate
in the top-ks experiment is defined as the proportion of
QA-captured overlapped movies in the top-ks list from
the direct method. Fig. 2(a) shows the overlapping rate
of QA movie recommendation for both 100 measurement
shots and 4000 measurement shots.

In Fig. 2(a), each data point represents the average of
QA suggesting results from 100 randomly picked users,
while a vertical strip represents the overlapping rate of

each QA 4000/100-shot results for ks ∈ {10, 30, 50}. We
observe that QA captures only small amount of target-
ing movies from the 100-shot result but relatively more
movies from the 4000-shot result.

On average, the overlapping rates are 51.4%, 39.07%,
and 32.96% from the top-10, top-30, and top-50 sugges-
tions from the 4000-shot results. The overlapping rate
is higher for a smaller ks, which is consistent with the
principle that QA samples more frequently lowly-excited
states.

C. Speedup by Quantum Annealing

From Sec. II A and III, the computational complexity
of the suggestion process for the direct method and the
QA approach are given respectively by O((Nm logNm)2)

and O(e
√
logNm logNm). By using different fractions of

MovieLens-20M dataset as training data, our experiment
also serves as a test for the scaling behavior in Nm of both
algorithms.

Note that the amount of movies varies from dif-
ferent fractions of dataset. Fig. 2(b) shows the ex-
ecution time for direct method and QA for Nm ∈
{2090, 8227, 11719, 13950, 16715}, where each data point
represents the average results of 5 randomly chosen users.
We perform QA on the D-Wave DW 2000Q 6 QPU and
the direct method on an Apple M1 Max chip with a 10-
core CPU. As a result, the experimental data points fit
the complexity functions mentioned above with regres-
sion factors.

The expected execution time O(e
√
logNm logNm)

shows that QA is an efficient sampling method for sug-
gesting candidates in the FM recommendation system.
With some sacrifice of solution quality (Fig. 2(a)), this
could be useful if Nm is extremely large and there is no
efficient algorithm in the classical approaches.

D. Scalability

Our experiment includes examples of dataset size
Ndata ∈ {5× 103, 105, 4× 105, 106, 2× 106, 6× 106} with
the corresponding QUBO size nm ∈ {12, 14, 15}.

In Fig, 3, we extrapolate the fitting curves in Fig. 2 up
to Nm ∼ 1049 ∼ 2163 to see the execution time scaling
in the extreme case. To visualize the capability of the
current D-Wave quantum annealers, we also include the
estimation of the corresponding QUBO size upper limits
in the graph. For the 5760-qubit D-Wave Advantage 4.1
system, the upper limit for a general Ising problem is
around 145 due to the non-fully connectedness of current
hardware. For the same reason, this upper limit for the
2000-qubit D-Wave DW 2000Q system is 64 [41].

We can observe that the fitting curve related to QA is
dozens of orders less than that of the direct method near
the case of the D-Wave upper limit. The “QUBO size”
axis of the figure can also be considered as the length
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FIG. 2. (a) Overlapping ratings between predictions from direct method and QA for both 100 measurement shots and 4000
measurement shots. The FM is trained by 6 million ratings for 41305 users and 21011 movies (Ndata = 6 × 106, Nu =
41305, Nm = 21011, nu = 16, nm = 15). (b) Execution time for both direct method and QA with Ndata ∈ {5 × 103, 105, 4 ×
105, 106, 2× 106, 6× 106}, Nm ∈ {2090, 8227, 11719, 13950, 16715, 21011} and nm ∈ {12, 14, 15}.

FIG. 3. Scaling behaviors of the execution time for both di-
rect method and QA in the case of Nm from 101 to 1047.
Corresponding QUBO sizes (dlog2Nme) of different Nm’s are
also plotted, with indications of the problem size upper limits
for D-Wave’s current hardware.

of the encoded binary vector of the items in the prob-
lem formulation and is not necessarily the same as our
MovieLens example. In particular, it can include more
information besides item identities, as in our case.

E. Effects of Annealing Parameters

Since QA involves several factors that could affect
our experiment, to understand our algorithm’s properties
better, we investigate different tunable parameters of the
QA process to see the behavior of the results. We se-
lect four tunable parameters to investigate: “Annealing
time”, “Programming thermalization”, “Readout ther-
malization” and “Shots”. According to the solver param-
eters document from D-Wave [55]: “Annealing time” is
the time duration of the quantum annealing; “Program-
ming thermalization” is the time to wait after program-

ming the quantum annealer for it to cool back to a base
temperature; “Readout thermalization” is the time to
wait after each state is read from the quantum annealer
for it to cool back to the base temperature; “Shots” is
the number of states to read from the solver. We use
the number of overlapping movies between top-100 sug-
gestions from the direct method and QA to analyze the
performance.

Fig. 4(a) investigates different parameters of program-
ming thermalization and annealing time, where the num-
ber of overlapping movies shows no significant difference
among these variations of parameters. One can also ob-
serve similar behavior in Fig. 4(b): the readout thermal-
ization and annealing time could result in the thermal
noise in the system, which is in the same order of magni-
tude as the thermal variation before and after the waiting
time. For annealing time, these results show that the de-
fault value 20 µs is already sufficient for our QA process.
Thus no improvement would be found with larger val-
ues. In Fig. 4(c), it is no surprise that results with more
shots perform better since we have more chances to hit
the high score candidates in these cases.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, by transforming a trained FM from user
dataset into a QUBO formulation, we construct a hybrid
recommendation system based on solving the associated
Ising problem via quantum annealing.

Theoretically, we first derive the QUBO formulation
for the suggestion process and then prove that the
computational complexity has an faster than quadratic
speedup improvement:

N2
m logNm → e

√
logNm

compared to the classic direct method.
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FIG. 4. The number of overlapping movies between top-100 suggestions from the direct method and QA for different anneal-
ing parameters. (a) Different programming thermalization and annealing time with measurement shots = 2500 and readout
thermalization = 0 µs. (b) Different readout thermalization and annealing time with measurement shots = 2500 and program-
ming thermalization = 1000 µs. (c) Different measurement shots and annealing time with readout thermalization = 0 µs and
programming thermalization = 1000 µs.

Experimentally, we apply our hybrid algorithm to the
MovieLens-20M dataset to demonstrate the applicability
of current NISQ hardware and analyze the solution qual-
ity. By encoding the whole solution space of QUBO to
the movie list, we use the D-Wave quantum annealer to
solve the corresponding optimization problem of the sug-
gestion process. Our experiment shows that the top-10
suggestion has 51.4% average overlapping rate with that
from the direct method, and has the scaling behavior of
the execution time matching our theoretical results.

Our future work could be searching for other use cases
of FM and studying whether the quantum annealing ap-
proach is advantageous in such cases.
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